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Whether you've a cupboard full of old VHS videos of the kids growing up, your wedding video, or
that memorable trip to Disneyland with all of the family, you will surely understand the frustration of
the poor quality audio and distorted picture that time has unfortunately preyed upon. Given that
memories are so precious to everyone the world over, you need to find a business that can offers
home video editing and VHS to DVD transfer to restore these once crystal clear images.

Here at Home Video Memories we do just that. Our bespoke service is able to facilitate
comprehensive home video editing tailored to your personal requirements. We facilitate home video
editing, can convert your recorded memories from camcorders, VHS cassettes, photographic slides,
digital DVD's or even mobile phones to high quality recordings that you'll treasure for the rest of
your life.

The professional home video editing service that we can offer at Home Video Memories is includes
full background music. This home video editing background music can be ripped from either CD or
vinyl. The home video editing backing soundtrack can also include subtle sound effects, or text titles
in request to completely personalise the recording.

The home video editing VHS to DVD recording transfer services that we can provide you with offer
you the choice of three separate packages. The Bronze Package consists of a straight to video
transfer with absolutely no home video editing whatsoever. This package simply copies whatever is
on the tape to a DVD format. The Silver Package consists of a tape conversion to DVD. This
package offers you the opportunity for a professional home video editing service to remove
unwanted shots, such as a wobbly camera or character removal within the recording. The final
package that we offer is a Gold Package. This Gold transfer provides complete home video editing
for audio and sound. All extraneous background noise is removed, and the picture quality is brought
back to its former glory.

If you'd like to find out more information regarding any of the services that Home Video Memories
can offer you then you need only come and visit us online at: www.homevideomemories.co.uk.
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